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A brief introduction to chiral perturbation theory, the eﬀective ﬁeld theory of
quantum chromodynamics at low energies, is given.

1 Introduction
The strong interactions are described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
a local non-abelian gauge theory. The QCD Lagrangian comprises quark and
gluon ﬁelds which carry color charges and interact with coupling strength g.
The renormalized coupling g depends on the momentum at which the measurement is performed and decreases as the momentum scale Q is increased. This
behavior is referred to as running of the strong coupling constant αs (Q) =
g 2 (Q)/(4π). The coupling αs decreases for large momenta and the theory
becomes asymptotically free with quasi-free quarks and gluons [1].
In this regime of QCD perturbation theory in αs converges. For small
momenta, on the other hand, αs is large so that quarks and gluons arrange
themselves in strongly bound clusters to form hadrons, e.g., protons, neutrons,
pions, kaons, etc. In order to describe the physics of hadrons at low energies,
perturbation theory is not useful because αs is large. This is illustrated for
ππ scattering in Fig. 1 where both sample diagrams—along with inﬁnitely
many other contributions—are equally important, although the right diagram
appears at a much higher order in the perturbative series in αs .
Alternative model-independent approaches are required in the non-perturbative regime of QCD. These are provided either by QCD lattice simulations
which are a numerical solution to QCD or—at low energies—by chiral perturbation theory, the eﬀective ﬁeld theory of QCD. In the ﬁrst case the QCD path
integral in Euclidean space-time is evaluated numerically via Monte Carlo
sampling, see e.g. [2]. In the latter case, one makes use of the fact that at
low energies the relevant, eﬀective degrees of freedom are hadrons rather than
quarks and gluons which are not observed as free particles.
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Fig. 1. Two sample diagrams which contribute to ππ scattering. Solid and curly
lines denote quarks and gluons, respectively.

It is thus convenient to replace in the low-energy limit the QCD Lagrangian
by an eﬀective Lagrangian which is formulated in terms of the eﬀective degrees of freedom, i.e. pions, kaons, eta, etc. The corresponding ﬁeld theoretical
formalism is called chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [3–5].
In these lectures a brief introduction to ChPT is presented emphasizing
some basic principles and a few simple applications. It is not intended to
provide a detailed review of ChPT, in particular we restrict ourselves to the
purely mesonic sector and do not consider baryons. For more comprehensive
reviews the reader is referred to [6].
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section some well-known
examples and basic principles of eﬀective ﬁeld theories in general are presented. Section 3 describes the construction principles for the chiral eﬀective
Lagrangian. Higher orders and loops are discussed in Sec. 4.

2 Eﬀective Field Theories
The basic idea of an eﬀective ﬁeld theory is to treat the active, light particles as
relevant degrees of freedom, while the heavy particles are frozen and reduced to
static sources. The dynamics are described by an eﬀective Lagrangian which
is formulated in terms of the light particles and incorporates all important
symmetries and symmetry-breaking patterns of the underlying fundamental
theory.
2.1 Scattering of Light by Light in QED at Very Low Energies
The Lagrangian of quantum electrodynamics (QED) is given by
LQED = L0 + Lint

(1)

with the free part
1
L0 = ψ̄ (i∂/ − m) ψ − Fµν F µν
4
and the interaction piece
Lint = −eψ̄A/ψ .

(2)
(3)
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Fermion and photon ﬁelds are denoted by ψ and Aµ , respectively, Fµν =
∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ is the ﬁeld strength tensor, and a gauge ﬁxing term has been
omitted for brevity.
Consider light by light scattering at very low photon energies ω  m. In
this instance, electrons (and positrons) cannot be produced in the ﬁnal state,
but contribute instead via virtual processes. The calculation of the lowest
order diagram which is given by a single electron loop, Fig. 2, is straightforward but cumbersome. However, at very low energies the amplitude for light
by light scattering is equally reproduced by the eﬀective Lagrangian [7, 8]
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which only contains the ﬁeld strength tensor Fµν and its dual counterpart
F̃µν = µνρσ F ρσ as explicit degress of freedom. The ellipsis denotes corrections
to this Lagrangian involving more derivatives which arise from the energy
expansion of the original one-loop diagram in powers of ω/m. Moreover, the
coeﬃcients of the operators in the eﬀective Lagrangian receive corrections of
higher orders in e2 through multiloop diagrams.
It is instructive to illustrate the conversion to the eﬀective ﬁeld theory with
Feynman diagrams. By treating at very low photon energies the electrons as
heavy static sources the electron propagators of the electron loop in QED
“shrink” to a single point. This gives rise to 4-photon contact interactions
which correspond to the vertices of the eﬀective Lagrangian, see Fig. 3.
A signiﬁcant property is that the U(1) gauge symmetry of the underlying
QED Lagrangian is maintained by the eﬀective Lagrangian, Eq. (4), since the
building blocks Fµν F µν and Fµν F̃ µν are both gauge invariant. As we will see
below, invariance under the relevant symmetries is an important constraint in
constructing eﬀective Lagrangians.

Fig. 2. Light by light scattering to lowest order. The wavy and solid lines denote
the photons and electrons, respectively.

→

Fig. 3. The one-loop diagram of QED is replaced in the eﬀective theory by 4-photon
contact interactions.
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Fig. 4. At low energies the single W boson exchange reduces to a four-quark contact
interaction.

2.2 Weak Interactions at Very Low Energies
A second well-known example of an eﬀective ﬁeld theory is encountered in
weak interactions. Consider the amplitude for the ﬂavor changing weak process
at lowest order from single W boson exchange
2



 µ 1−γ5   ν 1−γ5 
−igµν
ig
∗
¯
,
(5)
Vus Vud ūγ 2 s dγ 2 u
A= √
2
p2 − M W
2
where Vij are elements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix and the
W propagator is given in Feynman gauge. In the limit of small momentum
2
2
, the W propagator can be expanded in p2 /MW
such that
transfer, p2  MW
the amplitude is approximated by the local interaction
2

 2 
 µ 1−γ5  

ig
p
i
1−γ5
∗
¯
√
. (6)
Vus Vud ūγ 2 s dγµ 2 u + O
A= 2
4
MW
MW
2
Diagrammatically this approximation is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the contact
interaction arises from the eﬀective Lagrangian
√
 µ 1−γ5  

∗
¯ µ 1−γ5 u
ūγ 2 s dγ
(7)
Leﬀ = −2 2GF Vus Vud
2
√


2
.
with the Fermi constant GF = g 2 / 4 2MW
2.3 Chiral Symmetry in QCD
As mentioned above, the relevant symmetries of the underlying theory must
also be maintained by the eﬀective ﬁeld theory. In this section, we will study
the (approximate) chiral symmetry of QCD. The QCD Lagrangian reads in
compact notation
1
LQCD = q̄ (iγ µ Dµ − mq ) q − Trc (Gµν Gµν ) ,
2

(8)

where q T = (u, d, s, c, b, t) comprises the six quark ﬂavors, Dµ = ∂µ − igGµ
is the covariant derivative, Gµ the gluon ﬁelds, and Gµν = ∂µ Gν − ∂ν Gµ −
ig [Gµ , Gν ] the gluon ﬁeld strength tensor. Trc denotes the trace in color space.
The Dirac ﬁeld q is a 72-component object; each of the 6 quark ﬂavors appears
in 3 diﬀerent colors and has 4 spinor components.
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The quarks can be grouped into light and heavy ﬂavors according to their
masses: the u, d, s quarks are substantially lighter than the c, b, t quarks [9].
Hence, the limit of massless light quarks, mu = md = ms = 0, the so-called
chiral limit, seems to be a reasonable approximation and can be improved by
treating the light quark masses as perturbations. The c, b, t quarks, on the
other hand, can be treated at low energies as inﬁnitely heavy and the only
active degrees of freedom are those associated with the light u, d, s quarks.
It is straightforward to see that in the chiral limit the QCD Lagrangian
has an extra symmetry. In this limit, the relevant part of LQCD is (we use the
same notation for simplicity)
LQCD =


q=u,d,s

1
q̄iγµ Dµ q − Trc (Gµν Gµν ) .
2

(9)

Here, q represents a one-ﬂavor quark ﬁeld. By introducing right- and lefthanded quark ﬁelds
1
(10)
qR/L = (1 ± γ5 ) q
2
one arrives at

1
LQCD =
(q̄L iγµ Dµ qL + q̄R iγµ Dµ qR ) − Trc (Gµν Gµν ) .
(11)
2
q=u,d,s

Independent transformations of the right- and left-handed quark ﬁelds
qR → R qR ,

qL → L qL

(12)

with R ∈ SU(3)R , L ∈ SU(3)L leave the massless QCD Lagrangian invariant.
This invariance is referred to as SU(3)L ×SU(3)R chiral symmetry of massless
QCD. One observes that the gluon interactions do not change the helicity of
quarks but the quark mass term does.
Due to Noether’s theorem an immediate consequence of a continuous
symmetry of a Lagrangian is the existence of a conserved current Jµ with
∂µ J µ = 0. The corresponding charge

Q(t) = d3 x J0 (t, x)
(13)
is time-independent, i.e. dQ/dt = 0. Familiar examples are the invariance of
the Lagrangian with regard to translations in time and space and rotations
which imply, respectively, conservation of energy, momentum and angular
momentum. At the operator level, the conserved charges commute with the
Hamiltonian.
In the chiral limit of QCD the conserved currents of chiral symmetry are
Laµ =


q=u,d,s

q̄L γµ

λa
qL ,
2

Rµa =


q=u,d,s

q̄R γµ

λa
qR
2

(14)
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with the Gell-Mann matrices λa . The invariant charges QaL , QaR generate the
algebra of SU(3)L and SU(3)R , respectively. It is useful to deﬁne the combinations
QaA = QaR − QaL
(15)
QaV = QaR + QaL ;
which have a diﬀerent behavior under parity
QaV → QaV ;

QaA → −QaA .

(16)

Consider an eigenstate |ψ of HQCD (in the chiral limit)
HQCD |ψ = E|ψ .

(17)

The states QaV |ψ and QaA |ψ have the same energy E but opposite parity.
Thus for each positive parity state there should be a negative parity state with
equal mass. This pattern is, however, not observed in the particle spectrum [9].
For example, the light pseudoscalar (J P = 0− ) mesons, (π, K, η), have a considerably lower mass than the scalar (J P = 0+ ) mesons.
The solution to this paradoxon is provided by the Nambu-Goldstone realization of chiral symmetry [10] which asserts that the QCD vacuum, |0, is
not invariant under the action of the axial charges
QaV |0 = 0

QaA |0 = 0 .

(18)

The chiral SU (3)L × SU (3)R symmetry of the QCD Hamiltonian is said to be
spontaneously broken down to SU (3)V . Spontaneous breakdown of a symmetry takes place if the full symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is not shared
by the vacuum.
Another example of spontaneous symmetry breakdown occurs in ferromagnets. For temperatures above the Curie temperature, T > Tc , the magnetic
dipoles are randomly oriented. As soon as the temperature falls below the
Curie temperature Tc spontaneous magnetization occurs and the dipoles are
aligned in some arbitrary direction. Spontaneous symmetry breakdown takes
also place for the SU(2)L ×U(1) symmetry of the electroweak interactions.
In general, spontaneous breakdown of a continuous symmetry has important consequences. Goldstone’s theorem states that a spontaneously broken continuous symmetry implies massless spinless particles: the Goldstone
bosons. In the case of massless QCD, the eight axial charges QaA create states
|φ = QA |0 which are energetically degenerate with the vacuum |0 since
H|φ = HQA |0 = QA H|0 = 0 .

(19)

This gives rise to eight massless pseudoscalar mesons. The axial charges QaA
acting on any particle state generate Goldstone bosons, e.g. an energy eigenstate |ψ is degenerate with the multi-particle state QaA |ψ which resolves the
paradoxon from above.
The eight lightest hadrons are indeed the pseudoscalars π ± ,π 0 ,K ± ,K 0 ,K̄ 0 ,
η with masses mπ ≈ 138 MeV, mK ≈ 495 MeV and mη ≈ 547 MeV [9]. Since
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the nonzero masses of the light quarks break chiral symmetry explicitly the
Goldstone bosons are not exactly massless. However, the explicit breaking can
be considered to be small and treated perturbatively. In the limit of vanishing
quark masses, mu , md , ms → 0, the Goldstone boson masses approach zero,
mπ , mK , mη → 0, while all other hadrons remain massive in the chiral limit
and are separated from the ground state roughly by a characteristic gap
∆ ∼ Mproton ∼ 1 GeV .

(20)

In the remainder of this section, it is demonstrated that only the spontaneous breakdown of a continuous symmetry gives rise to Goldstone bosons,
whereas in the case of a discrete symmetry Goldstone bosons are not generated.
Discrete symmetry case
Consider the Lagrangian density with a scalar ﬁeld φ
L=

1
1
1
∂µ φ∂ µ φ + m2 φ2 − λφ4 .
2
2
4

(21)

The Lagrangian is invariant under the discrete symmetry of reﬂections,
φ → −φ. The corresponding potential is given by
1
1
V (φ2 ) = − m2 φ2 + λφ4 ,
2
4

(22)

and since the energy must be bound from below the coupling λ is positive.
The coeﬃcient m2 , on the other hand, is not constrained. There are two
possible cases depending on the sign of m2 as illustrated in Fig. 5. For m2 < 0
there is a unique minimum at φ = 0, but for m2 > 0 the potential V (φ2 ) is
minimized by two possible ground state ﬁelds φ = ± m2 /λ. In the quantum
ﬁeld theoretical language this implies that the ﬁeld φ develops a vacuum
expectation value
m2
.
(23)
0|φ|0 = ±
λ
Hence, there are two possible vacua but each vacuum is not invariant under
reﬂection symmetry, i.e. the theory is spontaneously broken. Massless Goldstone bosons, however, do not appear.

V (φ2 )

V (φ2 )

φ
φ
2

Fig. 5. Potential V (φ ), Eq. (22), for m2 < 0 (left) and m2 > 0 (right).
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Continuous symmetry case
Consider now the Lagrangian with two scalar ﬁelds σ and π
L=

1
1
(∂µ σ)2 + (∂µ π)2 − V (σ 2 + π 2 )
2
2

(24)

with V deﬁned as in Eq. (22). It exhibits an O(2) symmetry; continuous
transformations of the type
 

 
σ
cos α sin α
σ
→
(25)
π
− sin α cos α
π
leave the Lagrangian invariant. The extrema of the corresponding potential
V are determined by the equations
dV
= σ[−m2 + λ(σ 2 + π 2 )] = 0 ,
dσ
dV
= π[−m2 + λ(σ 2 + π 2 )] = 0 .
dπ

(26)

For m2 > 0 the minima are at σ 2 + π 2 = m2 /λ and related to each other
through O(2) rotations. Any point on the circle of minima may be chosen to
be the true vacuum |0. One may take, e.g.,
0|σ|0 =

m2
;
λ

0|π|0 = 0 .

(27)

Clearly, the O(2) symmetry of the Lagrangian is spontaneously broken by the
vacuum state. Small oscillations around this vacuum state can be described
by shifting the σ ﬁeld
m2
(28)
σ ≡ σ −
λ
so that the Lagrangian reads in terms of the new ﬁelds (up to an irrelevant
constant)
L=

1
1
2
2
(∂µ σ  ) + (∂µ π) − m2 σ 2
2
2
 1 
2
m2   2
σ σ + π 2 − λ σ 2 + π 2 .
−λ
λ
4

(29)

With this choice of coordinates the mass term for the π ﬁeld has disappeared
and the π becomes massless. The π ﬁeld is then interpreted as a polar angle
oscillation around the vacuum which does not cost any energy. A Goldstone
boson has been created through spontaneous breakdown of the continuous
O(2) symmetry in the original Lagrangian.
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3 Construction of the Chiral Eﬀective Lagrangian
In this section we outline the construction principles for the chiral eﬀective Lagrangian. The chiral SU(3) Lagrangian is in general a function of the
Goldstone boson (GB) ﬁelds (π 0 , π ± , K ± , K 0 , K̄ 0 , η). In order to construct the
eﬀective Lagrangian, we must ﬁrst know the interaction between the GBs.
To this aim, we recall from the previous section that the eight axial charges
QaA do not annihilate the vacuum, QaA |0 = 0. The states QaA |0 = 0 are associated with the GBs φa = (π, K, η). This implies non-vanishing matrix elements
of the axial vector current Aaµ
0|Aaµ (x)|φb (p) = ie−ip·x pµ δ ab fa

(30)

(no summation over a). The decay constant fa measures the strength with
which the Goldstone boson φa decays via the axial vector current Aaµ into
the hadronic vacuum. The decay constants are extracted experimentally from
weak decays of the GBs, e.g., π + → l+ νl yields fπ = 92.4 MeV [11].
Taking the divergence of Eq. (30) leads to
0|∂ µ Aaµ (0)|φb (p) = δ ab m2a fa .

(31)

In the chiral limit, the axial vector current is conserved, ∂ µ Aaµ = 0, so that
m2a = 0 as required by Goldstone’s theorem. In the real world, however, chiral
SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry is explicitly broken by the ﬁnite quark masses
mu , md , ms and the axial vector current is not conserved. One introduces the
GB ﬁeld operators Φa with the normalization 0|Φa (0)|φb (p) = δ ab . Eq. (31)
can then be rewritten as
0|∂ µ Aaµ (0)|φb (p) = m2a fa 0|Φa (0)|φb (p) .

(32)

At the operator level, this is the hypothesis of the partially conserved axial
vector current (PCAC)
(33)
∂ µ Aaµ = m2a fa Φa .
The axial currents can thus be employed as interpolating ﬁelds for the
Goldstone bosons and identity (33) implies a vanishing interaction between
the GBs at zero momentum. Consider to this end, e.g., the matrix element
(suppressing ﬂavor indices)
Mµ (p1 , p2 , p3 ) = φ(p2 )φ(p3 )|Aµ (0)|φ(p1 ) .

(34)

The amplitude Mµ contains two parts: contributions with no GB poles and
contributions where the axial current generates a GB pole, see Fig. 6. In the
chiral limit, the matrix element has the decomposition
Mµ (p1 , p2 , p3 ) =

f qµ
T (p1 , p2 , p3 , q) + Rµ ,
q2

(35)
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Fig. 6. Contributions to Mµ in Eq. (34) with (left) and without (right) a GB pole.
The wavy and solid lines denote the axial vector current and the Goldstone bosons,
respectively.

where q = −p1 − p2 − p3 , T is the GB-GB scattering matrix element, f
the decay constant in the chiral limit, and Rµ is non-singular as qµ → 0 by
deﬁnition. Contracting both sides with q µ yields
0 = q µ Mµ (p1 , p2 , p3 ) = f T (p1 , p2 , p3 , q) + q µ Rµ .

(36)

In the limit qµ → 0 one obtains
T (p1 , p2 , p3 , q) = 0 .

(37)

The GBs do not interact at vanishing momenta.
At low but ﬁnite energies, the interaction between GBs can be expanded
in powers of small momenta. Consider for example the GB-GB scattering
matrix T which can be written as a function of the three Mandelstam variables
s = (p1 + p2 )2 , t = (p1 + p3 )2 and u = (p1 + q)2 . Its low energy expansion
reads
T (s, t, u) = f1 s + g1 t + h1 u + . . .
(38)
with momentum-independent expansion coeﬃcients fi , gi , hi . The chiral eﬀective Lagrangian is also ordered according to the low energy expansion. Powers
of GB momenta in the amplitude correspond to powers of derivatives on GB
ﬁelds in the Lagrangian. The ordering of the eﬀective Lagrangian in increasing
powers of derivatives is called chiral ordering or chiral power counting.
Next, we would like to investigate how GB ﬁelds are represented in the
chiral Lagrangian. To this aim, we shall study the transformation properties
of the GBs under chiral transformations.
Let G be the group of chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R transformations. For a given
representation of G the GB ﬁelds transform according to
φ → φ = F (g, φ) ,

g∈G

(39)

F (g1 , F (g2 , φ)) = F (g1 g2 , φ) .

(40)

with the representation property

Consider group elements h ∈ G which leave the “origin”, i.e. the vacuum,
invariant, F (h, 0) = 0. Obviously, these elements form a subgroup H: for
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h1 , h2 ∈ H it follows that h1 h2 ∈ H. H is equivalent to the subgroup SU(3)V
which leaves the vacuum invariant.
The function
g → F (g, 0) = F (gh, 0)
h∈H
(41)
maps the coset space G/H onto the space of GB ﬁelds. This mapping is
invertible since F (g1 , 0) = F (g2 , 0) implies g1−1 g2 ∈ H. As the dimension of
the coset space is equal to the number of Goldstone boson ﬁelds, the GBs can
be identiﬁed with elements of G/H. The Goldstone boson ﬁelds are said to
live on the coset space SU(3)L × SU(3)R /SU(3)V .
Any g ∈ G can be decomposed as g = qh with q ∈ G/H and h ∈ H. The
choice of representatives in the coset space G/H is arbitrary. Possible choices
are for example

or

−1
)(gL , gL ) ≡ qh
g = (gL , gR ) = (1, gR gL

(42)

−1
, 1)(gR , gR ) ≡ q  h .
g = (gL , gR ) = (gL gR

(43)

If we pick, e.g., the latter choice then the action of G on G/H is given by
−1
−1
−1 −1
, 1) = (LgL gR
, R) = (LgL gR
R , 1)(R, R) .
(L, R)(gL gR

(44)

The Goldstone bosons are then summarized by the matrix-valued ﬁeld
−1
which transforms under chiral transformations as
U = gL gR
U (x) → U  (x) = LU (x)R−1 = LU (x)R†

(45)

for L/R ∈ SU(3)L/R . The exponential representation is convenient for U ∈
SU(3)


i a a
φ λ
,
(46)
U = exp
f
where λa are the generators of SU(3)
⎛
φ = φa λa =

√ ⎜
2⎝

√1 π 0
2

+ √16 η
π+
1
−
0
π
− √2 π +
K−
K̄ 0

√1 η
6

⎞
K+
K0 ⎟
⎠ .
− √26 η

(47)

The chiral eﬀective Lagrangian for QCD is written in terms of the GB
ﬁelds which are collected in the matrix-valued ﬁeld U
Leﬀ = Leﬀ (U, ∂U, ∂ 2 U, . . .) .

(48)

The eﬀective Lagrangian shares the same symmetries with QCD: C, P, T ,
Lorentz invariance and, in particular, chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry. As
outlined above, the chiral Lagrangian is expanded in chiral powers which are
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related (in the chiral limit) to the number of derivatives acting on the GB
ﬁelds. The chiral power counting of the Lagrangian reads
(0)

(2)

(4)

Leﬀ = Leﬀ + Leﬀ + Leﬀ + . . . .

(49)

Only even chiral powers arise since the Lagrangian is a Lorentz scalar which
implies that tensor indices of derivatives appear in pairs. At each chiral order the eﬀective Lagrangian must be invariant under chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R
(0)
transformations. At zeroth chiral order this invariance implies that Leﬀ can
†
only be a function of U U = 1. This amounts to an irrelevant constant in the
Lagrangian which can be dropped.
At second order, the chiral invariant terms with two derivatives are
Leﬀ = c1 ∂µ U † ∂ µ U  + c2 U † 2U  ,
(2)

(50)

where . . . is the trace in ﬂavor space. The second term can be reduced to the
ﬁrst one by partial integration; only one term remains at second chiral order
Leﬀ = c1 ∂µ U † ∂ µ U  .
(2)

(51)

Since terms of zeroth chiral order have been dropped, the second chiral order
is eﬀectively the leading order (LO). We note the appearance of a coupling
constant c1 , a so-called low-energy constant (LEC). It is ﬁxed by expanding
the matrix-valued ﬁeld U in the GB ﬁelds φ

U = exp



i
φ
f

=1+

i
1
φ − 2 φ2 + O(φ3 )
f
2f

(52)

and requiring the standard kinetic term
(2)

Leﬀ =

1
∂µ φa ∂ µ φa + O(φ4 )
2

(53)

which yields c1 = f 2 /4.
Therefore, the eﬀective Lagrangian at LO reads
(2)

Leﬀ =

f2
∂µ U † ∂ µ U  .
4

(54)

At leading chiral order there is only one LEC (in the chiral limit) and chiral
symmetry constrains all vertices with increasing number of GB ﬁelds in the
LO Lagrangian.
The interpretation of the LEC f can be directly inferred by considering
(2)
the Noether axial current of chiral symmetry for Leﬀ
Aaµ = i

f2 a
λ {∂µ U, U † } .
4

(55)
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Upon comparison with the PCAC hypothesis
0|Aaµ (0)|φb (p) = ipµ δ ab fa

(56)

one conﬁrms that f is the GB decay constant in the chiral limit.
As a ﬁrst application we are now in a position to predict, e.g., ππ scattering
at leading chiral order. The scattering amplitude has the decomposition
M(π a (pa ) π b (pb ) → π c (pc ) π d (pd ))
= δ ab δ cd A(s, t, u) + δ ac δ bd A(t, s, u) + δ ad δ bc A(u, t, s) ,

(57)

where a, b, c, d are ﬂavor indices and s = (pa + pb )2 , t = (pa − pc )2 , u =
(2)
(pa − pd )2 . Employing Leﬀ one calculates
A(s, t, u) =

s
.
f2

(58)

Up to now, we have worked in chiral limit mu , md , ms = 0 where chiral
symmetry is exact. In the real world the quark masses do not vanish and
introduce an explicit breaking of chiral symmetry in LQCD
LQCD = L0QCD − q̄Mq = L0QCD − q̄R MqL − q̄L MqR ,

(59)

where L0QCD is the massless QCD Lagrangian and M = diag(mu , md , ms ) the
light quark mass matrix. The chiral symmetry breaking patterns induced by
the light quark masses must be reproduced at the level of the eﬀective ﬁeld
theory. To this end, we interpret the quark mass matrix as an external scalar
source s
(60)
q̄Mq = q̄L MqR + q̄R M† qL → q̄L sqR + q̄R s† qL .
The external scalar source s is required to transform under chiral rotations as
s → LsR† .

(61)

Obviously, this leaves the QCD Lagrangian invariant under chiral rotations
and implies that the eﬀective Lagrangian must also remain invariant in the
presence of s. Hence, the chiral invariant eﬀective Lagrangian is extended with
s as an additional building block
Leﬀ (U, ∂U, ∂ 2 U, . . .) → Leﬀ (U, ∂U, ∂ 2 U, . . . ; s) .

(62)

Once the eﬀective Lagrangian is constructed one can go back to the real
world by setting s = M. In (standard) chiral perturbation theory1 the chiral
counting rule is s = M = O(p2 ), i.e. the quark masses are booked as second
1

We do not consider here the framework of generalized ChPT wherein M = O(p)
[12].
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chiral order. In addition to the derivative expansion the eﬀective Lagrangian
is expanded in powers of s. At leading chiral order one obtains
f2
f2
∂µ U † ∂ µ U  +
B sU † + U s† 
4
2
f2
f2
=
∂µ U † ∂ µ U  +
B M(U + U † ) .
(63)
4
2
We have introduced an additional constant B related to explicit chiral symmetry breaking.
The expansion of the symmetry-breaking part in powers of GB ﬁelds reads
(2)

Leﬀ =

1
f2
B M(U + U † ) = (mu + md + ms )Bf 2 − B Mφ2  + O(φ4 ) .
(64)
2
2
The ﬁrst term in this expansion is related to the vacuum expectation values
of the scalar quark densities
0|q̄q|0 = 0|

∂HQCD
∂Leff
|0 = − 0|
|0 = −f 2 B + O(mq )
∂mq
∂mq

(65)

and B is the order parameter of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. At
lowest order the quark condensates are degenerate
¯
0|ūu|0 = 0|dd|0
= 0|s̄s|0 = −f 2 B .

(66)

The second term in the expansion in Eq. (64) is the mass term for the GB
ﬁelds
m2π+ = 2B m̂
m2π0 = 2B m̂ + O



(mu − md )2
ms − m̂



m2K + = B(mu + ms )

(67)

m2K 0 = B(md + ms )


2
(mu − md )2
m2η = B(m̂ + 2ms ) + O
3
ms − m̂
with m̂ = 12 (mu + md ). The terms proportional to (mu − md )2 are due to
π 0 -η mixing. They constitute tiny corrections and are usually neglected. The
mass relations in Eq. (67) explain why one counts s = O(p2 ) (taking B to be
of zeroth chiral order). For ﬁnite light quark masses we see that the GBs are
not massless any longer (sometimes they are referred to as pseudo-GBs).
From the previous equalities one obtains immediately the Gell-Mann–
Oakes–Renner relations
fπ2 m2π = −2m̂ 0|q̄q|0 + O(m2q )
2
m2K = −(m̂ + ms ) 0|q̄q|0 + O(m2q )
fK

fη2 m2η = − 23 (m̂ + 2ms ) 0|q̄q|0 + O(m2q )

(68)
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and the Gell-Mann–Okubo mass relation
3m2η = 4m2K − m2π .

(69)

To leading chiral order, the strong interactions at low energies are characterized by the two scales f and B with
f

fπ

93 MeV

B

1800 MeV ,

(70)

where the value of B has been extracted from the sum-rule value 0|q̄q|0 =
−(250 MeV)3 [13].
One important goal of chiral perturbation theory is to extract the light
quark mass ratios from phenomenology. Note that the absolute values of the
quark masses cannot be extracted since they depend on the QCD renormalization scale, but the QCD scale dependence cancels out in quark mass ratios.
For example, from the leading order mass relations one obtains
(m2K + − m2K 0 )QCD + m2π0
mu
=
,
md
(m2K 0 − m2K + )QCD + m2π0

(71)

where the tiny contribution from π 0 -η mixing and electromagnetic eﬀects
in the kaon mass diﬀerence have been neglected. Next, we employ Dashen’s
theorem [14] which asserts that electromagnetic contributions to the mass
splittings m2K + − m2K 0 and m2π+ − m2π0 are identical in the chiral limit
(m2K + − m2K 0 )QCD = (m2K + − m2K 0 )phys − (m2K + − m2K 0 )em
= (m2K + − m2K 0 )phys − (m2π+ − m2π0 )em
=

(m2K +

−

m2K 0 )phys

−

(m2π+

−

m2π0 )phys

(72)
.

The last equation is valid since the pion mass diﬀerence is (almost) entirely
due to electromagnetic contributions. Insertion of this identity in the quark
mass ratio yields [15]
m2 + − m2 0 + 2m2π0 − m2π+
mu
= K 2 K 2
= 0.55 .
md
mK 0 − mK + + m2π+

(73)

At leading order, the possibility mu = 0 which would lead to a solution of the
strong CP problem is excluded. In a similar manner one ﬁnds [15]
m2 0 + m2K + − m2π0
ms
= 2K
= 20.1 .
md
mK 0 − m2K + + m2π+

(74)

These leading order ratios are, of course, subject to higher order corrections.
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We note in passing that due to the inclusion of ﬁnite quark masses the ππ
scattering amplitude, Eq. (58), is modiﬁed according to
A(s, t, u) =

s − m2π
s − m2π
=
+ O(p4 ) .
f2
fπ2

(75)

In the remainder of this section we extend the eﬀective ﬁeld theoretical
formalism to include external vector and axial-vector ﬁelds. This is necessary
for the calculation of Green functions of quark currents, e.g., for the electromagnetic form factor of the pion
π(p )|Jµem |π(p) = π(p )|q̄γµ Qq|π(p) ,

(76)

where Q = 13 diag(2, −1, −1) is the quark charge matrix. Green functions
of quark currents are conveniently calculated by applying the external ﬁeld
method. (As a matter of fact, we have already encountered this technique for
the scalar quark densities 0|q̄q|0 which are obtained by diﬀerentiating with
respect to the external ﬁeld s.)
To this aim, one extends LQCD in the presence of external ﬁelds
LQCD = L0QCD + q̄γµ (v µ + γ5 aµ )q − q̄(s + iγ5 p)q ,

(77)

where v µ , aµ , s, and p are hermitian matrices denoting the external vector,
axial-vector, scalar, and pseudoscalar ﬁelds, respectively. The coupling of
external photon ﬁelds Aµ to the quarks, e.g., is given by the prescription
vµ = −eQAµ . Green functions of electromagnetic currents are then obtained
by functional derivatives of the generating functional Z[v, a, s, p] with respect
to Aµ . Couplings to weak currents are also collected in vµ and aµ .
Due to the inclusion of electromagnetic and weak currents global chiral
symmetry is promoted to a local one. The Lagrangian LQCD in Eq. (77)
remains invariant under the local chiral SU(3)L ×SU(3)R transformations
qR → RqR
qL → LqL
rµ = vµ + aµ → Rrµ R† + iR∂µ R†

(78)

lµ = vµ − aµ → Llµ L† + iL∂µ L†
s + ip → L(s + ip)R† .
Local chiral symmetry must also be maintained by the extended eﬀective
Lagrangian in the presence of external ﬁelds
Leﬀ (U, ∂U, ∂ 2 U, . . .) → Leﬀ (U, ∂U, ∂ 2 U, . . . ; v, a, s, p) .

(79)

The local nature of chiral symmetry requires the introduction of a covariant
derivative
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(80)

which transforms under chiral rotations as
Dµ U → L(Dµ U )R† .

(81)

In addition, the vector and axial-vector ﬁelds vµ , aµ enter the eﬀective
Lagrangian also through the non-Abelian ﬁeld strength tensors, Rµν , Lµν ,
Rµν = ∂µ rν − ∂ν rµ − i[rµ , rν ]

(82)

Lµν = ∂µ lν − ∂ν lµ − i[lµ , lν ]
with the transformation properties
Rµν → R Rµν R† ,

Lµν → L Lµν L† .

(83)

4 Higher Orders and Loops
In the previous section we have outlined the construction principles for the
chiral eﬀective Lagrangian. The eﬀective Lagrangian is ordered in powers of
Goldstone boson momenta and masses, a chiral power counting scheme is
(2)
established. The leading order eﬀective Lagrangian Leﬀ was constructed explicitly and sample calculations have been performed at the leading tree level
order. In this section we focus on the inclusion of next-to-leading order (NLO)
contributions. On the one hand, these are the tree level diagrams with vertices
(4)
(2)
from Leﬀ . On the other hand, loop diagrams with vertices from Leﬀ must be
taken into account.
The chiral expansion of the eﬀective Lagrangian reads
(2)

(4)

Leﬀ = Leﬀ + Leﬀ + . . . .

(84)
(4)

The most general eﬀective Lagrangian at fourth chiral order, Leﬀ , which respects the relevant symmetries of QCD is [5]2
Leﬀ = L1 Dµ U † Dµ U 2 + L2 Dµ U † Dν U  Dµ U † Dν U 
(4)

+ L3 Dµ U † Dµ U Dν U † Dν U  + L4 Dµ U † Dµ U  χU † + U χ† 
+ L5 Dµ U † Dµ U (χ† U + U † χ) + L6 χU † + U χ† 2

(85)

+ L7 χU † − U χ† 2 + L8 χU † χU † + U χ† U χ† 
− iL9 Rµν Dµ U † Dν U + Lµν Dµ U Dν U †  + L10 Rµν U † Lµν U 
with χ ≡ 2B(s + ip). Ten low-energy constants enter with unknown values
which must be determined from phenomenology. At next-to-next-to-leading
2

We have omitted two terms that are not accessible from experiment and only
serve the purpose of absorbing loop divergences.
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order even 90 unknown LECs enter [16]. Due to the proliferation of unknown
couplings in the eﬀective Lagrangian ChPT seems to lose its predictive power.
However, the situation is ameliorated since only a few LECs contribute to
a particular process. There is no need to determine all LECs of the eﬀective Lagrangian for a given process. Moreover, the contributions from higher
chiral orders are suppressed as they appear with additional powers of small
momenta or Goldstone boson masses. Therefore in practice only the LECs
from lower orders are required.
(4)
At fourth chiral order, contributions from Leﬀ to the pseudoscalar meson
(4)
masses stem solely from tree diagrams, see Fig. 7. Corrections from Leﬀ to
4
ππ scattering at O(p ) also contribute through tree diagrams, Fig. 8.
As already indicated above, tree diagrams are not the whole story. At
next-to-leading order loop diagrams must be included as well. The loops also
restore unitarity of the S-matrix which can be seen as follows. Unitarity of
the S-matrix implies
(86)
SS † = 1 .
Inserting the usual decomposition S = 1 + iT yields
−i(T − T † ) = T † T .

(87)

Since T is symmetric due to time reversal invariance the last relation simpliﬁes to
(88)
2 Im T = T † T .
Tree diagrams do not have an imaginary piece and thus cannot satisfy Eq. (88),
i.e., unitarity is violated if only tree diagrams are taken into account. However,
unitarity of the S-matrix is perturbatively restored by including loop diagrams
which have imaginary parts.
As a simple example of a loop calculation, we sketch the evaluation of the
one-loop contributions to the GB self-energies. To this end, we expand the U
(2)
ﬁelds in Leﬀ

Fig. 7. Tree diagram contribution to the self-energy of the Goldstone bosons. The
(4)
square denotes a vertex from Leﬀ .

Fig. 8. Tree diagram contribution to ππ scattering at order order O(p4 ). The square
(4)
denotes a vertex from Leﬀ .
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Fig. 9. Tadpole contribution to the self-energy of the Goldstone bosons. The vertex
(2)
stems from Leﬀ .
(2)

Leﬀ =

f2
f2
Dµ U † Dµ U  +
B M(U † + U )
4
2

= Lkin + Lint
=

1
1
∂µ φ∂ µ φ − B Mφ2 
4
2
+

1
1
[∂µ φ, φ][∂ µ φ, φ] +
B Mφ4  + . . . .
48f 2
24f 2

(89)

Interaction vertices with four GB ﬁelds arise which yield contributions to the
meson masses via tadpoles, see Fig. 9.
The calculation of the tadpole diagram involves the loop integration

i
d4 k
,
(90)
(2π)4 k 2 − m2φ + i
where mφ is the GB mass in the loop. This loop integral is quadratically
ultraviolet divergent and a regularization scheme is necessary which maintains
the symmetries of the theory, in particular chiral symmetry. One must be
careful when employing cutoﬀ regularization schemes since these introduce
an additional massive cutoﬀ scale which may spoil chiral symmetry [17]. In
this respect, a convenient mass-independent regularization scheme is provided
by dimensional regularization. The basic idea of dimensional regularization is
as follows. The dimension of the loop integration is changed to an arbitrary
dimension d ∈ R. For d small enough the integral remains ultraviolet ﬁnite
and can be performed explicitly. Afterwards, the analytic continuation back
to d = 4 dimensions is performed.
To be more explicit, consider the tadpole integral in d dimensions

i
dd k
4−d
.
(91)
I=µ
(2π)d k 2 − m2φ + i
The regularization scale µ has been introduced to maintain the mass dimension of I for arbitrary space-time dimension d. The calculation of I is
performed in a straightforward manner

 d
i
1
dd k
d kE
4−d
=
µ
I = µ4−d
2
d
2
d
2
(2π) k − mφ + i
(2π) kE + m2φ

= µ4−d

dd kE
(2π)d


0

∞




dλ exp −λ kE2 + m2φ
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µ4−d
=
(2π)d

∞

dλ exp



−λm2φ







dd kE exp −λkE2

0



µ4−d
=
(2π)d

∞

0

= (4π)− 2 m2φ
d

  π d/2

dλ exp −λm2φ
λ


mφ
µ

d−4

d
Γ (1 − ) .
2

(92)

A Wick rotation to Euclidean space has been performed in the ﬁrst line.
Expanding the result in d − 4 yields



m2φ
1
2
+ O(d − 4)
(93)
ln
I = mφ 2L +
16π 2
µ2
with the divergent piece
L=



1
µd−4
1

−
(ln
4π
+
1
+
Γ
(1))
.
16π 2 d − 4 2

(94)

The tadpole integral I is decomposed into two parts: a non-analytic term from
the GB infrared singularities proportional to the “chiral log” ln(m2φ /µ2 ) and
a piece L which diverges for d → 4.
A complete one-loop calculation for GB self-energies with vertices from
(2)
Leﬀ reveals that divergent parts proportional to L are of fourth chiral order
and analytic in the quark masses and GB momenta. Hence, the divergent
components can be compensated by renormalizing the LECs of fourth chiral
order
(95)
Li = Lri + λi L
such that the sum of loops and LECs (including fourth chiral order) remains
ﬁnite for d → 4 and can be evaluated in four space-time dimensions.
The above considerations for one-loop contributions to the self-energy can
be generalized to other processes and higher loops. Consider a connected
L-loop diagram for a given physical process. The chiral order (or chiral dimension) D of a loop integral counts dimensions of GB masses and momenta
(utilizing a mass-independent regularization scheme such as, e.g., dimensional
regularization) and is given by

(k − 2)Nk ,
(96)
D = 2 + 2L +
k

where L is the number of loops and Nk the number of vertices of order O(pk ).
(2)
Vertices from the lowest order Lagrangian Leﬀ do not alter the chiral
dimension, while vertices from higher orders increase D. Each loop also increases the chiral dimension, i.e. the loopwise expansion corresponds with the
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(2)

Fig. 10. Leading O(p2 ) contribution to ππ scattering. The vertex stems from Leﬀ .

(2)

Fig. 11. One-loop diagrams for ππ scattering with vertices from Leﬀ .

chiral expansion. From Eq. (96) one infers that at leading chiral order only
(2)
tree diagrams with vertices of Leﬀ contribute. At next-to-leading order both
tree diagrams with exactly one fourth order vertex and one-loop diagrams
with vertices of second chiral order contribute. Two-loop diagrams start contributing at sixth chiral order and so forth.
As an explicit example of the chiral expansion we consider the Feynman
diagrams for ππ scattering up to one-loop order. At lowest order, O(p2 ), a tree
diagram with a lowest order vertex contributes, see Fig. 10. At next-to-leading
(4)
order, O(p4 ), both tree diagrams with vertices from Leﬀ (Fig. 8) and one-loop
diagrams with lowest order vertices (Fig. 11) contribute. The corresponding
loop integrals are of the type

p1 · p2 p3 · p4
dd l
.
(97)
d
2
2
(2π) [l − ma + i] [(l + p1 + p2 )2 − m2b + i]
The construction of the most general chiral eﬀective Lagrangian compliant
with the symmetries and usage of a regularization scheme which respects
these symmetries guarantees that appearing divergences can be absorbed in
the LECs. Therefore, quantum eﬀects do not violate chiral symmetry. For
a mass-independent regularization scheme the occuring divergences will be
of higher chiral order than the involved vertices. In this way, a systematic
renormalization procedure emerges. The complete renormalization program
at one- and two-loop order has been carried out by employing a background
ﬁeld method and heat kernel techniques [4, 5, 18].
The chiral expansion is ordered in increasing powers of GB masses and
momenta. Each additional loop produces a factor of 1/f 2 from the expansion
of U = exp(iφ/f ) multiplied by the loop factor 1/(4π)2 . Since each loop
increases the chiral dimensionality D by two, inverse powers of the scale 4πf
4πfπ 1.2 GeV enter in the chiral expansion. The scale of spontaneous chiral
symmetry breakdown is thus
Λχ = 4πfπ

1.2 GeV .

(98)
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Moreover, variation of the regularization scale µ allows for shuﬄing ﬁnite contributions from loops to LECs and vice versa. This suggests that contributions
from renormalized LECs have roughly the same order of magnitude and, thus,
the same expansion scale. Based on this naive estimate, the natural expansion
parameter of the chiral amplitudes is expected to be
m2η
16π 2 fπ2

0.22 .

(99)

However, in practice substantial higher order corrections which are not in
accord with this rule may occur in the chiral expansion.
Let us focus now on the values of the renormalized constants which are not
ﬁxed by chiral symmetry. They must be calculated either directly from QCD
or ﬁxed from experimental data. In the ﬁrst case one tries to extract the values
of the LECs from lattice QCD simulations, but only a smaller set of LECs has
been extracted so far using this procedure, see e.g. [19]. The second option,
i.e. the direct comparison of the chiral amplitudes with available experimental
data, has been applied more extensively. The phenomenological values and
sources for the renormalized coupling constants Lri at the regularization scale
µ = Mρ are presented in Table 1. Once the LECs are determined one can
predict further observables at the same chiral order.
Consider, e.g., the extraction of L5 . The LEC L5 governs SU(3) breaking
in the GB decay constants
4Lr
fK
= 1 + 25 (m2K − m2π ) + chiral logs .
fπ
f
Comparison with the experimental value [9]


fK
= 1.22
fπ exp
ﬁxes Lr5 .

(100)

(101)

Table 1. Phenomenological values and sources for the renormalized coupling constants Lri (µ = Mρ ) [20].
i

Lri (µ = Mρ ) × 103

1

0.4 ± 0.3

ππ → ππ, Ke4

2

1.35 ± 0.3

ππ → ππ, Ke4

3

−3.5 ± 1.1

ππ → ππ, Ke4

4

−0.3 ± 0.5

Zweig rule

5

1.4 ± 0.5

6

−0.2 ± 0.3

Zweig rule

7

−0.4 ± 0.2

Gell-Mann–Okubo

8

0.9 ± 0.3

m2K 0 − m2K +

9

6.9 ± 0.7

r2 πV

10

−5.5 ± 0.7

source

fK /fπ

π → eνγ
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The values of the Li can be understood in terms of meson resonance
exchange [21]. For resonance masses considerably larger than the involved
p2 , the resonance propagators shrink to a single point and
momenta, MR2
produce contact interactions of the chiral Lagrangian
1
1
→ − 2 + O(p2 ) .
p2 − MR2
MR

(102)

Diagrammatically this is depicted in Fig. 12. Resonance saturation is based on
the assumption that the Lri (µ = Mρ ) are practically saturated by resonance
exchange (chiral duality). This principle appears to work very well, see Table 2.
One also observes that whenever spin-1 resonances contribute they dominate
the resonance exchange (chiral vector meson dominance).
After setting up the NLO Lagrangian we are now in a position to calculate
the light quark mass ratios at next-to-leading order. The O(p4 ) expressions
for the light quark mass ratios are

and


ms + m̂ 
m2K
1 + ∆M + O(m2q )
=
2
mπ
mu + m d

(103)


(m2K 0 − m2K + )QCD
m d − mu 
1 + ∆M + O(m2q )
=
2
2
mK − m π
ms − m̂

(104)

→
Fig. 12. In the static limit of heavy resonance masses (represented by the double
line) vertices of the chiral eﬀective Lagrangian are produced.
Table 2. Phenomenological values Lri (µ = Mρ ) in comparison with the values Lres
i
from resonance saturation [21].
i

Lri (µ = Mρ ) × 103

Lres
× 103
i

1

0.4 ± 0.3

2

1.35 ± 0.3

1.2

3

−3.5 ± 1.1

−3.0

4

−0.3 ± 0.5

0.0

5

1.4 ± 0.5

1.4

6

−0.2 ± 0.3

0.0

7

−0.4 ± 0.2

−0.3

8

0.9 ± 0.3

0.9

9

6.9 ± 0.7

6.9

−5.5 ± 0.7

−6.0

10

0.6
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with the same chiral correction
∆M =

8
[2Lr8 − Lr5 ] (m2K − m2π ) + chiral logs .
f2

(105)

Combining both results one obtains the parameter-free relation
Q2 ≡

m2s − m̂2
m2
m2K − m2π
= K
,
2
2
2
2
md − m u
mπ mK 0 − m2K + + m2π+ − m2π0

(106)

where Dashen’s theorem [14] has been employed
(m2K 0 − m2K + )QCD = m2K 0 − m2K + + m2π+ − m2π0 .

(107)

This yields
QDashen

24.1 .

(108)

It is argued in the literature that chiral corrections to Dashen’s theorem may
decrease Q by up to 10% [22]. In fact, dispersive calculations of the decay
η → 3π also suggest a slightly lower value [23], but the exact value for Q is
still under lively discussion.
We close this section with two remarks.
SU(2) chiral perturbation theory
In this presentation, we have assumed that the strange quark mass ms is light
and in the chiral regime. The appropriate framework then is SU(3) ChPT.
Since the group SU(2) is a subgroup of SU(3), the SU(3) Lagrangian is also
valid for chiral SU(2) relevant for the pions (π ± , π 0 ). If, on the other hand,
ms is considered to be large, kaons and the eta are heavy particles and may
be integrated out such that only pionic degrees of freedom remain [5]. The
result is a pure SU(2) chiral Lagrangian with less LECs [4].
Axial U(1) anomaly
Finally, we would like to comment on the axial U(1) anomaly of the strong interactions. At the classical level, the QCD Lagrangian exhibits a U(3)L ×U(3)R
symmetry
U(3)L × U(3)R = SU(3)L × SU(3)R × U(1)V × U(1)A

(109)

which comprises the SU(3)L ×SU(3)R symmetry considered so far. Under the
transformations
qR → R qR ,

qL → L q L ,

R, L ∈ U(3)

(110)
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the classical QCD Lagrangian remains invariant. The U(1)V symmetry corresponds with baryon number conservation and is usually neglected. In contrast,
the U(1)A symmetry of the classical Lagrangian is broken at the quantum
level. Under axial U(1) transformations the path integral picks up an additional contribution from the fermion determinant such that the full quantum
theory does not exhibit the axial U(1) symmetry [24]. This is the so-called
axial U(1) anomaly.
If the axial U(1) symmetry were not broken by the anomaly, it would imply
the existence of another isoscalar 0− Goldstone boson with a small mass [25]
√
(111)
m ≤ 3mπ .
The lightest pseudoscalar meson and singlet under SU(3)V is the η  with a
mass
mπ,K,η
(112)
mη = 958 MeV ∼ Λχ
close to the scale of spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown, Λχ . The η 
is not a Goldstone boson and remains massive in the chiral limit. Hence, it is
not included explicitly in conventional ChPT although its eﬀects are hidden
in coupling constants of the Lagrangian [5].
However, in the limit Nc → ∞, where Nc is the number of colors, the
axial U(1) anomaly vanishes and a nonet of Goldstone bosons is generated,
(π, K, η, η  ), which now includes the η  as ninth Goldstone boson with a mass
comparable to the other GBs. Stated diﬀerently, the extra mass of the η  is
induced by the axial anomaly. Starting from the large Nc limit it is possible to
include the η  systematically in the eﬀective theory [5, 26]. The chiral amplitudes can be expanded simultaneously both in chiral powers and powers of
1/Nc which establishes a rigorous counting scheme [27]. Besides, by adding the
η  in the eﬀective Lagrangian strong CP violation is automatically included
and allows for the calculation of strong CP violating eﬀects, such as the
electric dipole moment of the neutron [28].
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